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 Usable speech is a novel concept of processing co-channel speech data. It is 
proposed to extract minimally corrupted speech that is considered useful for 
various speech processing systems. In this paper, we are interested for co-
channel speaker identification (SID). We employ a new proposed usable 
speech extraction method based on the pitch information obtained from 
linear multi-scale decomposition by discrete wavelet transform. The idea is 
to retain the speech segments that have only one pitch detected and remove 
the others. Detected Usable speech was used as input for speaker 
identification system. The system is evaluated on co-channel speech and 
results show a significant improvement across various target to Interferer 
Ratio (TIR) for speaker identification system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Speech can be distorted by many kinds of interferences. Interfering signal can be stationary or no 
stationary signal. Stationary noise can be dealt with denoising and noise reduction techniques; whereas non 
stationary noise is caused by another speech from a different speaker. Such interference is frequent and the 
corrupted speech is known as co-channel speech [1]. Many speech processing techniques are plagued for 
such interferences. Traditional approach to co-channel speech is to attempt to extract the speech of the 
speaker of interest (target speech) from other (interfering) speech.  Usable speech extraction is a novel 
concept of processing degraded speech data. The idea of usable speech is to identify and to extract portions 
of degraded speech that are considered useful for various speech processing systems.  
Speaker identification system [2-4] needs portions of speech that contain speaker characteristics, 
which are unique to the individual speakers, classifiable and long enough for the systems to make the 
decision [1]. These portions of speech are termed as usable speech and defined as consecutive frames of 
speech that are minimally corrupted by interfering speech. Due to the nature of human voice, a speech 
utterance contains voiced parts, unvoiced parts and silence; after mixing the two speech signals, there are 
segments of the co-channel speech that contain only one speaker‟s voiced part or one speaker‟s voiced part 
plus another speaker‟s unvoiced part, the latter usually having much lower energy. Yantorno [5] performed a 
study on co-channel speech and concluded that the Target-to-Interferer Ratio (TIR) was a good measure to 
quantify usability for speaker identification. Usable segment extraction is based on a power ratio of the target 
speech to the interfering speech. This ratio is expressed as TIR (Target to Interferer Ratio, in dB). The ratio 
can be expressed for entire utterances or individual frames of speech. For usability, previous experimentation 
has shown that for frames above 20 dB TIR is considered usable, and that lower 20 dB TIR is considered 
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unusable segments. The concept of “usable” segments relies on the fact that for any given time frame, the 
energy of each speaker may be different. The usable speech concept takes advantage of the situation when 
the energy of the primary speaker is much greater than the energy of the interfering speaker for a given 
frame. Different criteria are developed to extract usable speech in co-channel speech [6-7]. Criteria such 
frame-level TIR or spectral autocorrelation ratio. These studies find that voiced segments contain most of the 
information for SID, and according to these criteria, a significant amount of co-channel speech can be 
considered usable for SID. Frame TIRs are easily calculated with premixing speech utterances, and usable 
speech extracted based on a TIR threshold retains frames where target speaker is much stronger in terms of 
overall energy than the other. Spectral autocorrelation ratio estimates the ratio between dominant peak and 
valley in autocorrelation of a spectral frame. This ratio is used to determine whether a frame is usable, 
meaning the spectrum is well structured (single-speaker speech), or not. This approach is simple and 
effective and shows a substantial improvement in SID performance. Hence, a number of methods for usable 
speech detection which refer to the TIR have been developed and studied under co-channel condition [8][9]. 
In these methods, usable speech frames are composed of voiced speech. In [8], the Spectral Autocorrelation 
Ratio method was developed to detect usable speech segments. This takes advantage of the structure of 
voiced speech in the frequency domain. In [9], the Peak difference autocorrelation of wavelet transform 
(PDAWT) method is applied in order to detect pitch information in usable speech. This method applies 
autocorrelation on approximation component obtained by filtering co-channel speech at one discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) scale. These methods show that the speaker identification system achieves approximately 
80% of correct identification when the overall TIR is 20 dB.  
In our previous work [10-11], we have developed multi resolution dyadic wavelet (MRDWT) 
method to detect usable speech. MRDWT method is a linear multi-scale decomposition which applies 
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) iteratively to detect pitch periodicity. We are motivated by detecting pitch 
information in all lower frequency sub-bands of co-channel speech. In fact, usable frames are characterized 
by periodicity features. The MRDWT method gives good hits percentage. The detected usable segments are 
separated in time and need to be organized into speaker streams. Recently, we have proposed in [12] a 
speaker assignment system that organizes usable speech segments under co-channel conditions. Then, usable 
segments are assigned to two speaker groups, corresponding to the two speakers in the mixture. Finally, 
speakers are identified using the assigned segments.  
In this paper, we propose to evaluate co-channel speaker identification system. MRDWT is used for 
co-channel speech processing. Evaluation is performed on TIMIT database. This paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2, the linear multi-scale method is presented. In section 3, the co-channel speaker 
identification system is presented. The experimental results of the proposed algorithm in this paper and the 
target speaker identification accuracy are also presented in section 4. Finally, our work of this paper is 
summarized in the last section.  
 
 
2. LINEAR MULT-SCALE DECOMPOSITION FOR USABLE SPEECH DETECTION 
Usable frames are characterized by periodicity features. These features should be located in low-
frequency band that includes the pitch frequency. Linear Multi-scale decomposition based on DWT is 
applied iteratively in order to determine the suitable band for periodicity detection. In this band, periodicity 
features are not much disturbed by interferer speech in case of usable segments. In case of unusable frames, it 
is not possible to detect periodicity in all lower sub-bands. At each iteration, autocorrelation is applied to the 
approximation coefficients in order to detect periodicity [11]. Three dominated local maxima are determined 
from the autocorrelation signal with a peak-picking algorithm which uses a threshold calculated from local 
maxima amplitudes. A difference of autocorrelation lag between the first and second maximum and between 
the second and third maximum is determined. If this difference is less than the threshold, periodicity is 
detected and co-channel speech segment is classified as usable. This threshold is empirically fixed according 
to the best evaluation results. The optimum threshold value of 8 samples is chosen at 16 kHz sampling 
frequency. If at this iteration, periodicity is not detected, DWT is applied to approximation signal in order to 
detect hidden periodicity feature in finer band frequency. For unusable frames, it is not possible to detect 
periodicity in all lower sub-bands. A maximum of 4 iterations are allowed. This limit is fixed based on pitch 
band. The lowest band should correspond to pitch band. 
Figure 1 corresponds to a usable frame for male-male co-channel speech. In this case, periodicity is 
detected only at scale 3.  
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Figure 1. Analysis of a Usable Speech Frame for Male-Male Co-Channel Speech Up to Scale 3 
 
 
3. CO-CHANNEL SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM 
In order to identify the target and the interferer speakers, the detected usable segments are organized 
into two speaker streams by a speaker assignment system [12]. The speaker assignment system organizes 
usable speech segments under co-channel conditions. It has extended probabilistic framework of traditional 
SID to co-channel speech. It uses exhaustive search algorithm to maximize the posterior probability in 
grouping usable speech. Then, usable segments are assigned to two speaker groups, corresponding to the two 
speakers in the mixture. The two speaker streams are used as input for a baseline speaker identification 
system. 
 
3.1. Speaker Assignement 
In speaker identification system, discrimination between speakers is based on posterior probability. 
The goal is to find the speaker model reference in the set of speaker models Λ={λ1,λ2,…, λk}, that 
maximizes the posterior probability for an observation sequence O={o1,o2,…,oM} [2]. Cepstral features, 
such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), are used as observations for speech signals. The goal 
in co-channel attempts to find two speaker models that maximize the posterior probability for the 
observations. 
In [12], we have proposed a speaker assignment system that organizes usable speech segments 
under co-channel conditions. We have extended probabilistic framework of traditional SID to co-channel 
speech. For a co-channel mixture, our usable speech extraction method extracts N consecutive speech 
segments, X= {S1,S2,…,Si,…,SN}.  
Usable segments are organized into two speaker streams because in co-channel speech one speaker 
can dominate in some portions and be dominated in other portions. For example, a possible segment 
assignment may look like 0 1 0 11 2 i NS ,S , ,S , ,S  , where superscripts, 0 and 1, do not represent the speaker 
identities but only indicate that the segments marked with the same label are from the same speaker. In [12], 
we have demonstrated that probability posterior can be re-written for co-channel speech as: 
 
     
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0 1P X , | λ ,λ P S | λ P S | λ
ji
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The probability of having a segment S from a pre-trained speaker model λ is the product of 
likelihoods of that speaker model generating each individual observation x of the segment.  
Sirigos et al [13] and Lovekin et al [1] have shown that voiced speech plays a dominant role in 
speaker recognition. The idea of using only the voiced part of speech signal is based on the fact that voiced 
speech segment contain the most significant speaker identification as opposed to other speech segment. 
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When voiced only segments were used for training and testing approximately 80% speaker identity accuracy 
was achieved. Therefore, we propose to use voiced frame in training.  Observations are extracted from voiced 
frame by MFCCs. Speakers models are formed with 16-mixture GMMs. We employ exhaustive search 
algorithm to find correspondent speaker. In implementation, the real computation time is longer. It can be 
further reduced by storing all the likelihood scores of a segment given a model in the memory as a table and 
looking up a score from the table when needed. 
 
3.2. Baseline SID System 
The SID is performed with a baseline system [2-3]. Modeling is assured by Gaussian Mixture Model 
(GMM) and estimated through the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm that maximizes the likelihood 
criterion. A set of 16 mixtures are used for speaker model. In our experiment, we use the classical 
parameterization based on 16 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). These coefficients are 
computed from the speech signal every 10 ms using a time window of 25 ms. Each feature vector is 
presented by the middle windows of every utterance.  Speaker model is trained using the EM algorithm with 
the features calculated from training samples. In testing phase, the organized usable speech, with speaker 
assignment system, are used as test speech samples for SID system. The same features are derived from the 
test speech samples and are input to every speaker‟s GMM. The speaker with the highest likelihood score 
represents the identified speaker. Here, speaker identification experiments are close-set and text-independent. 
 
 
4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 
Speech data from the TIMIT database was used for all the simulation experiments. The speaker set 
is composed of 38 speakers from the “DR1” dialect region, 14 of which are female and the rest are male. For 
each pair of speaker the TIR is calculated as the energy ratio of the target speech over the interference 
speech. Three different sets of co-channel speech are considered: male-male, female-female, and male-
female. Speech signals are scaled to create the mixtures at different TIRs: -20 dB, -10 dB, -5 dB, 0 dB, 5 dB, 
10 dB and 20 dB.  
 
4.1. MRDWT Evaluation 
The Target to Interferer Ratio TIR measure is used to label voiced frames as usable or unusable. For 
usability decision, frames that have above 20 dB TIR are considered as usable. Evaluation is based on hits 
and false alarms percentages. 
The performance of proposed method is given in Table 1. We compare the proposed method with 
related approaches in [9]. On average the MRDWT method detects at least 95.76% of the usable speech with 
a false alarm rate of 29.65%.  Peak difference autocorrelation of wavelet transform (PDAWT) method [9] is 
based on pitch information detection. This method applies DWT once only to co-channel speech to detect 
pitch information. On average the PDAWT method detects at least 80% of the usable speech with a false 
alarm rate of 30%.    
 
 




% Hit % False 
alarm 
% Hit % False 
alarm 
Female-Female 82.0 32.3 93.02 32.37 
Male-Male 80.5 30.6 98.46 28.93 
Male-Female                       81.3 29.6 95.80 27.66 
Average 81.2 30.8 95.76 29.65 
 
 
MRDWT achieve a maximum of detected usable speech compared to PDAWT. We consider the 
effectiveness of linear multi-scale decomposition by MRDWT to increase the percent of hit. 
 
4.2. Speaker Identification Evaluation 
To demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed method, usable speech is assigned into streams by 
our speaker assignment system. If the target speaker is of interest, then the speech signal from the other 
speaker is considered noise. We choose the target speaker SID as our evaluation criterion. Figure 2 shows 
combination of co-channel female-male. We show the correspondent assignment to speaker 1 and 2 
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Figure 3 gives the target SID correct accuracy for our proposed method and related method. In [14] 
Shao proposed robust pitch tracking method to extract usable speech for speaker identification task. Based on 
pitch information, this method extracts the usable speech segments that consist of only one speaker‟s pitch 
and feed them into a speaker identification system. Target SID correct rate are given before and after usable 
speech extraction. It‟s clear from Figure 3 that the MRDWT performs significantly better than Multi-pitch 
tracking and PDAWT usable speech methods. MRDWT, Multi-pitch tracking and PDAWT usable speech 
methods and speaker assignment system improves significantly SID performances under co-channel 
situations. The accuracy degrades sharply when TIR decreases because the target speech is increasingly 
corrupted. The first observation from the figure is that, under co-channel situations, the target SID correct 
rate with usable speech detection is better than the target SID correct rate without usable speech detection. 
The proposed usable speech detection improves speaker identification performance. Secondly, the 
improvements are consistent across all TIR levels. Performance improvement increases at higher TIRs 
because the target speaker dominates the mixture. However, target speaker is dominated by interference at 




In this paper, we have employed a new method for usable speech extraction to improve speaker 
identification under co-channel speech. Usable speech is extracted based on pitch information obtained by 
linear multi-scale decomposition MRDWT. Our usable speech extraction method produces segments useful 
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for co-channel SID across various TIR conditions. MRDWT achieves a good percent of usable speech 
detection. In comparison with PDWAT method, our proposed method achieves a good percent of correct 
detection. We consider the effectiveness of multi-scale decomposition to extract usable speech. Usable 
segments are assigned to two speaker groups, corresponding to the two speakers in the mixture. Organized 
usable speech are used as input to speaker identification system. We have shown that the proposed usable 
speech detection achieves good SID performance and it performs significantly better than without usable 
speech detection. SID performance degrades when TIR decreases because the target speech is increasingly 
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